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Abstract: This article approaches written argumentation as a concept of promoting geographical
literacy. It is argued that student-centered peer feedback is an effective method with which to improve
individual students’ argumentative texts. This research uses a case-study design, which analyzed how
high school students in different pairs improve their argumentation text under subject-specific criteria.
For the feedback process, a subject-specific feedback sheet for students has been designed for them
to review their partner’s argumentative text. The findings mainly suggest two outcomes: Different
kinds of feedback in terms of interaction, content and argumentative integration of text material
lead to text improvement, and that there are varying complexities of feedback acceptance in terms
of subject-specific criteria. The results provide a deeper insight into how students can be prepared
and rewarded for producing qualitatively high and effective feedback on argumentative texts in
socio-scientific contexts with a strong focus on the (linguistic) skills they need for these procedures.
Keywords: argumentation; geography; feedback; peer review

1. Introduction
Should I buy clothes from Primark? Should I get the book “Turtles all the way down” from Amazon
or from the shop around the corner? Should I develop my knowledge of climate change and is it
really all about China? Why is my city bulldozing the park nearby? Such socio-scientific, cultural,
political and personal issues are faced by students every day. The role of geography education is
to make students aware of these issues and capable of acting on them, by enabling them to make,
justify, understand and reflect on their decisions in social processes of negotiation. In a digitalized and
globalized world, students need argumentation competences more than ever to obtain, evaluate and
communicate information, in order to become democratically active, autonomous and empathic social
individuals in cooperative societies [1].
1.1. Research Background
There has been a paradigm shift in education towards “teaching Science as an argument/practice”
in the United States or “competence-based subject learning” in parts of Europe over the last couple of
years, which may help to pave the way to addressing new and old challenges [2–4]. These shifts not
only develop a more challenging and cognitive demanding practice in schools, they also emphasize
the necessity to make teachers more aware of “disciplinary literacy” when teaching science, in which
the abilities “to decode and interpret more complex forms of text, to recognize the nature and function
of genre specific to the discipline, and to use author intents as a frame for a critical response” are put
into focus [5,6]. In this discussion about disciplinary literacy, which is held under a comparable goal of
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subject-specific language awareness in Europe and the fruits of which are already implemented in its
schools there, argumentation and writing competences are seen as core activities for understanding
and judging [6–10].
A need for a more prominent role of subject-specific language or disciplinary literacy in teaching
subjects is rooted in the broader goal of enabling students to use academic (written) language confidently,
a form of language that is used to attain “conciseness, achieved by avoiding redundancy” [11–14].
Another aspect that makes awareness of disciplinary literacy worth consideration is that different
teaching methods resulting from the debate support students who do not speak the classroom language
as L1, such as migrants. These children participate in classrooms that are becoming increasingly
heterogeneous. The development of these children’s linguistic abilities in monolingual settings is
necessary to prevent institutional discrimination in the education system.
However, reality displays two things: Firstly, there is a lack of knowledge among teachers about
the vital role argumentation as a form of literacy plays in enhancing rather than replacing (social) science
learning and teaching [5,15]. Secondly, schools and teachers often struggle to meet this new complexity
and, to say it with the utmost caution, might occasionally tend to just scrape the surface of new and
upcoming demands [5,16–18]. Argumentation is discussed broadly in educational research but is
rarely implemented and promoted in everyday teaching [18–22]. The mentioned gap should therefore
encourage educational researchers to use intervention studies to test new methods, which might support
and encourage teachers and schools in addressing incorporation of argumentation into disciplinary
literacy awareness in their lessons. Peer feedback could be one of these methods—investigated here
in the area of individual argumentative writing. Peer feedback is mediated by the provision of a
structured worksheet that helps peers to find weaknesses in the arguments written by their peers.
Argumentation here is seen as an argumentation assessable by a Toulmin-based structural rather
than discursive approach. Peer feedback has been studied extensively with regard to its effects on
language learning and teaching (writing) in (foreign or second) languages [23–26]. It has also, under
the flag of cooperative and collaborative learning, brought to light potential alterations in fostering
students’ argumentation skills [17,27–29]. This article presents a case study in which the method of
peer feedback, using a designed feedback sheet for argumentation within a socio-scientific issue, was
tested with two classes of ninth graders in geography classes in Germany.
1.2. Research Questions
(Digitally) written and oral, interactive peer feedback based on a empirically- and
theoretically-guided designed feedback sheet for written argumentation can be considered to be
a meaningful method to promote (written) argumentation and as a way to engage students of
high/secondary schools in constructive criticism during the writing processes in (social) science
education. This article aims to deliver merit primarily for geography education but also an outlook for
teaching subject-specific language in the (social) sciences as well. Consequently, this article has two
objectives: the first is to approach a concept of disciplinary literacy in terms of written argumentation
in geography education and lessons; the second is to determine the extent to which peer feedback can
improve written argumentation in the geography classroom, which is addressed using the following
sub-questions and objectives:
When is peer feedback for improving argumentative texts addressing a socio-scientific issue
successfully and effectively?
1.
2.
3.
4.

What do successful and effective peer feedback groups do differently or better than less
effective groups?
What deficits and potential in written argumentation and feedback can be identified?
How are different media (digital or written) used for feedback?
To what extent do students accept feedback and how do they optimize their texts due to the
feedback of their peers?
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2. Theoretical Perspectives
Subject-specific content is taught through language. Media and material are assessed by using
language, discussions about the subject-specific coherences held, and the results formulated. Language
is the central basis, a matter of learning and reflection and a medium of learning and a means of
communication and evaluation [30]. Due to ongoing educational reforms, the empirical examination
of students’ argumentation has become more relevant [31].
2.1. Argumentation (Competence) in Educational Contexts
In terms of education policy, argumentation is legitimized on a number of levels. In US settings, in
the American National Science Education standards, argumentation is among the main requirements
of scientific inquiry for Grades 5 to 12 [32]. In the European Parliament’s recommendation of key
competences for lifelong learning [33], argumentation skills are included in three of the eight key
competences presented in the reference framework. In German national standards for geography
education, argumentation is highlighted as a central element of the competence areas for communication
and evaluation [2]. All legislating curricula and reforms share a fundamental belief in the beneficial
effects of argumentation. These effects result from several perspectives, such as the assumed relationship
between argumentation practice and conceptual change, because though argumentation meanings
are negotiated, solutions are co-constructed and the epistemic status of concepts is change [34]).
Argumentation is, therefore, considered to be a way of constructing specific knowledge and refers
to individuals’ epistemological beliefs [35–37]. Argumentation is related to informal reasoning
mechanisms that become activated only through the practice of argument [38,39]. Argumentation
is connected to critical thinking [40] and people learn better when they argue [41,42]. A number
of German Ph.D. theses have shown students’ argumentation skills are crucial for understanding
spatial conflicts [43], for problem solving [44] and understanding complex systems [45] and that
they have an important impact on civic education an learning from sustainable development [46] All
curricula constructing processes and reforms have also been undergoing an extended competence
discourse, which lack (interdisciplinary) unique definitions and understandings of what argumentative
competence and its constituent skills actually are [27]. This discourse has generally contained a lively
discussion about what students should actually be able to perform after a certain grade instead of what
should be taught to them in terms of content.
There is a general consent to understand argumentation as a means to solve problems by
confirming or disproving a critical thesis in order to, by logical reasoning, get the partner of interaction
to approve the represented position [18,47,48]. Central to our work of argumentation as a geographical
literacy approach and, in it, peer feedback as a method of constructive criticism to improve its written
argumentation skills, is how argumentation competence can actually be constructed and assessed.
Rapanta, Garcia-Mila and Gilabert [27] summarize three main definitions of what argumentation is
and how it can be assessed: argument as a form, a strategy, and a goal. Argument as structure or
form implies that an argument is a unit of reasoning in which one or more propositions, which are the
premises, are combined to support another proposition, which would be the conclusion. Toulmin’s
function of warrant has been respected here, which becomes explicit only when the argument is
challenged or when the producer needs to make warrants explicit [49,50]. Defining an argument or
argumentation as a procedure or strategy calls for special attention to the dialogical aspects of argument,
such as the use of reasoning in a context [51]. Finally, argument as a process both involves and addresses
the whole person and his or her context—that is, taking into consideration the particular circumstances
in which the argument is used [52]. Kuhn’s’ description of the main argument skills—that is, argument
construction, justification, counterargument construction and refutation—has been confirmed in both
interpersonal [53–56] and intrapersonal contexts [57–59]. These findings add strength to the assumption
that all argumentation is dialogical [60], including the one expressed in written form. Specifically,
argumentative writing is therefore understood here as an epistemic and strategic process of problem
solving, which depends on and is influenced by social, affective and cognitive factors, such as context
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of tasks, recipients, the structural and content prior-knowledge, the topic, the intention of writing and
motivation [61–63]. Our research interest particularly lies in recursive and social construction and
revision of argumentative texts.
The quality of argumentation is interdisciplinary and is most commonly analyzed using the
grade of structural completeness, e.g., by structural competence models [64]. Toulmin’s model [65]
for argumentation differentiates between data, warrants and conclusion and is used as a framework,
including here. However, the quality of these elements can only be assessed by the different,
subject-specific background of the subjects. Consequently, subject-specific criteria also have to be
considered. For a qualitative approach and analysis of argumentation, we therefore need to take a
closer look at the subject specifics of argumentation, such as content, questions and issues, evidences
and criteria of quality, and how they appear in the different subjects.
2.2. A Disciplinary Literacy Approach: Written Argumentation Competence in Geography Education
Using a superordinate descriptive theoretical approach, Budke [18] concluded that, based on
the CEFR (Common European Framework of Reference for Languages) for communication [66],
written argumentation competence in geography means that students can understand and evaluate
geographic argumentation from different media (reception), that students can interact on a written
basis to geographical issues in a subject-specific and recipient-referring suitable way (interaction),
and that students can develop opinions to geographical issues and back them up in written tasks
(production). Argumentation competence in geography is understood as an umbrella term, which
received practical relevance through differentiation in content.
Argumentations in geography are commonly open ended with multiple solutions and norms in
addition to facts. If students argue, for instance, about a central urban planning issue or sustainability
they mainly refer to norms. In the context of the subject and according to different criteria, argumentation
can therefore be identified as qualitatively high or not. These criteria are the consideration of
spatial perspectives, multi-perspective analysis of different actors and time frames and a complex
justification based on different geographically approved media, which basically refers to sources that
are credible and trustworthy. Socio-scientific argumentation can therefore be seen as differing from
scientific argumentation, since scientific argumentation is “the connection between claims and data
through justifications, or the evaluation of knowledge claims in light of evidence, either empirical
or theoretical” [67], while socio-scientific argumentation depends not only on knowledge of science,
but also on the application of moral and ethical values, and personal identity [68–71]. In order to
develop qualitatively high argumentation products, students need to acquire skills that enable them
to evaluate argumentations in different contexts. Furthermore, they need transferable knowledge
concerning the general structure and form of arguments, subject-specific knowledge and awareness
of the subject-specific criteria of argumentation. Eventually, they need knowledge of the required
means of subject-specific language in order to formulate qualitatively appropriate argumentation in
the subject.
2.3. Developing High School Students’ Argumentation Skills in Geography
Kuhn [72] states that argumentative discourse occasions may present the danger of the cognitive
overloading of young adolescents, a fear that has been supported by disciplinary research in geography
and has to be considered. The design of the feedback sheet, the arrangement of the instruction of the
classes in the case study, and the focus of the empirical evaluation try to consider problems students
commonly have that have been identified in prior studies. Further research, in that matter, has shown
that the reception of argumentations, e.g., concerning spatial conflicts is challenging for pupils [43,73].
High school students have problems with plausibly connecting information found in literature with
a certain cause [74]. Other studies have shown that students successfully work with opinion and
justification for these opinions in simple argumentation structures, but struggle with more stages
and structures [75–77]. Another observation is that, since many issues in geography refer to the
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everyday lives of students, students tend to have on opinion on issues but commonly have problems
justifying this opinion using complex evidence and links with validity [75–77]. Furthermore, they tend
to evaluate given arguments as more positive when these fit their own opinion. The lack of competence
of many students in areas of argumentation has been shown to be due to argumentation rarely being
implemented in geography. This has been proven by monitoring studies of lessons and the analysis
of schoolbooks at international and national scales [16,18]. An analysis of (national) schoolbooks in
Germany, which was concerned with enabling students to participate in social discourses through
the use of maps, has shown that pupils rarely work with tasks that involve argumentation, critical
thinking or high-order thinking tasks. Hence, students rarely get training in the evaluation of social
discourses and to take a critical stand [78].
2.4. Peer Feedback in the Context of Written Argumentation
Peer feedback could be a method with which teachers can react to such deficits. Peer feedback is a
method that allows students to mutually review their language product on the basis of a feedback
sheet or guideline, give feedback to improve their product in a best-case scenario. In empirical teaching
research peer feedback in this context can be referred to as cooperative writing to promote textual
competences [79]. Research into the effects of peer feedback to develop argumentation competencies
within language-aware subject teaching or disciplinary literacy are poorly understood [26,29,80]. In this
article’s context, peer feedback is to be distinguished from collaborative or cooperative argumentative
writing as the first writing process, the first creation of text, which students execute on their own
(see chapter methods). The peer feedback method presented here has collaborative elements, since
collaborative learning can be viewed as the process of engaging in a mutual discussion or as the
shared engagement of people in an effort to solve a problem—in this case, creating a better, more
criteria-approved argumentative text [17,80]. Collaboration is distinguished here from cooperation,
since cooperative work is the division of the task among the participants, whereas in collaboration the
task as a whole is completed by all members of the group [29]. International research into (social science)
education considers the intensity and complexity of negotiations of students in the interaction as crucial
factors, which influence the quality of mutual students’ feedback and collaboration regarding the
improvement of argumentation or argumentative texts [81–83]. Berlan and Hammer [84] highlighted
that students refer to their argumentation in different ways to achieve certain functions and goals
in order, for instance, to win a discussion, exchange ideas or being able to act in a flood of “fake
news”. Evagorou and Osborne [84], who analyzed collaborative methods for argumentation within
socio-scientific issues, mention similar results. The more intense a team was focused on the issue of the
debate, the higher quality the mutual feedback tended to be, in terms of oral and written argumentation.
The students’ ways of contextualization and the intensity of interaction are crucial and was an essential
element of the construction of this case study (s. methods). Moreover, the discussion on peer feedback
and its fruitful role in improving learning in terms of self-explanation is to mention here as well as
the addressing of an recipient due to the feedback process [85–88], which basically concluded that the
general principles of peer education would enhance all varieties of schooling.
The effects of peer feedback in geography are a gap in research. However, (positive) effects
of peer feedback in educational contexts of language and writing teaching are well analyzed. An
important result is that peer feedback as a student-centered method is already efficiently implemented
in content and language integrated learning (CLIL) settings [89]. In a symbiosis of content and language
learning peer feedback is used to improve more complex textual skills, such as argumentation [90,91].
Research into language teaching found a number of positive effects of peer feedback, for instance, when
considering influencing factors such as adequateness [92]. Diab [93], Zhao [94] and S’Eror [95] identified
a couple of advantages peer feedback has over other types feedback forms. For instance, such feedback
is especially helpful for students who struggle with teacher/expert feedback or self-learning. Diab [24]
further detected that peer feedback is relevant in order to overcome “common errors” in language,
which are therefore difficult for pupils to eliminate. Berggren [25] and Lundstom and Baker [96]
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identified that even feedback givers gain from such feedback, because they become more aware of
textual components and structure as well as the addressing a recipient due to the feedback process.
In addition to the empirical appraisal of peer feedback, another thought that emerges when it
comes to its legitimization is that we now teach students of the “Millennials and Z” generation. If one
takes, disputable, socio-economic approaches into account, it could be that these students tend to want
less hierarchy, more autonomy and a construction of knowledge based on their networks [97,98]. One
can argue that feedback from students’ peers will therefore become increasingly influential, compared
to the expert-teacher feedback, in terms of the relevance and acceptance of information that helps
them, even in these instructional and often still teacher-centered educational contexts, to optimize their
own performance.
3. Methods
3.1. Classroom Contexts: Participants, Procedure of the Teaching Unit
Specifically, two ninth-grader classes (n = 47 students, 23 boys, 24 girls between 14 and 16 years
old) were selected. Teachers of these classes had already cooperated in workshops previously, so
a fruitful university–school environment of cooperation had already been established. The ethical
approval of the collected data was established by parents, teachers and the school’s headmaster. First,
the general language skills of students were measured by using a validated c-test. This is a valid and
broadly used method of analysis by which to diagnose general language skills in German educational
contexts for different grades, in which students are supposed to fill in gaps in several texts using the
correct spelling, word form and contextualization [99,100]. Then, the correct words are counted, and
the researcher receives a valid overview of the scoring. The test proved heterogeneity in the classes but
only identified two students, which were under the average validated skills of 70% of the score for
L1 speakers.
Students needed three things in preparation for writing the argumentative text: rich and authentic
content matter, and methodical and linguistic support, integrated into one teaching unit. Consequently,
the case study was arranged in three stages: the preparation stage, the intervening case study stage
including the process of peer feedback concerning argumentative texts, the empirical stage of reflection
and the evaluation and discussion of the study.
The first stage mainly consisted of a teaching unit of 10 lessons of 45 min each using a cooperative
and activating set of methods, which was supposed to prepare students for the task in terms of content.
The teaching unit was taught in cooperation with the local teachers. Several research assistants were
hired for the process of data collection and interpretation to minimize research bias. Analysis and
interpretation were based on criteria of interrater reliability as mentioned in the following chapters on
methods and results. A political geographical socio-scientific issue was chosen, namely “To what extent
does Turkey belong to Europe these days?”. There were plenty of reasons for choosing this issue: first,
we assume that argumentative skills can only be promoted and analyzed in context, in which students
are engaged in rich and authentic and relevant content [2,101,102], which this issue offered. Germany
has a rich history with Turkey. Many students are second- or third-generation immigrants from Turkey,
so many classes consist of students of Turkish background. Turkey is understood to be a central
partner of Germany and Europe during the refugee “crisis”, since Turkey is considered to be politically
understood as the “buffer zone” between Europe and Syria. Therefore, the issue had been frequently
and controversially discussed in the media. Moreover, Turkey has strong economic relationships with
Germany and the status of Turkey becoming an EU member has been discussed frequently. Moreover,
Deniz Yüzel, a prominent Turkish-German journalist of German newspaper “Die Welt” was kept
hostage by the Turkish government, which led to an intensive discussion of Erdogan’s and AKP’s art
of reigning, even amongst students in the schoolyard. Finally, it is a topic that combines physical and
human–geographical topics, and the construction of Europe and its borders are regularly discussed in
(political) debates. The teaching unit, therefore, dealt with the following exemplary topics in the lessons,
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such as the students’ view of Turkey, Turkey’s economic, cultural and political development, Turkey’s
relations to Europe and the several ways Europe can be constructed and understood, e.g., as economic
union, as fellowship of values etc. The teaching unit was cooperatively designed with the Institute of
Geography Education and held in teams teaching with all the cooperating teachers. After an engaging
teaching sequence of eight lessons, during which students debated on the issue in talks—before which,
they worked in detail on the social, cultural, political and economic development of the EU and
Turkey—students received argumentation training and language support for writing argumentative
texts, in order to establish a more comparable basis of knowledge before the interventional case study.
The students were heavily encouraged to refer to all the materials they used during the sequence
to support their opinion. The training basically was a collaborating collection of criteria for good
argumentation, which was also aimed to introduce the criteria of the feedback sheet. First of all,
most of the criteria of the feedback sheet were therefore collected collaboratively with the students.
Nevertheless, a whole lesson was dedicated to the explanation and establishment of the transparency
of the rubrics using examples given by the students. Language support in that matter was a collection
of macro-scaffolding strategies and techniques from which pupils can benefit because they can apply
them to difficult complex tasks and thus acquire target language and subject content [30,103,104]. In
this case, it was a support sheet for the students that contained a repetition of text structuring and
examples of linguistic wording, sentence and text level. Moreover, the students received training in
Microsoft Word, with particular focus on the use of the highlighting and comment functions.
The second stage, the actual case study of the process of peer feedback, began with students
writing their argumentative texts. They received a provocative article from German newspaper “Die
Zeit—Times”, in which the author reflects on the relationship between Europe and Turkey. The article
was chosen as it allowed the students to reflect on the established and discussed criteria of complex
argumentation in geography. As mentioned, a c-test had been executed. This test is understood to
be a diagnosis of general language competence. Based on that diagnosis, the text was chosen. The
text was also chosen based on an analysis of curricular demands that are reasonable for the pupil’s
age. Furthermore, the text was chosen because it offered a setting, in which argumentative writing
is not heavily constrained and to not put students whose opinions are against the integration or the
belonging of Turkey to Europe in a difficult situation, since both sides are reflected. The students were
asked to comment on this article within the next 45 min, which we analyzed as a pre-test. This amount
of time was selected by the teachers, and the students were asked to write the text in Word, the use of
which is explained subsequently. Following this, the feedback sheet was introduced and explained to
the students. In this stage, as well as in all other stages, students were encouraged to ask questions
with regards to understanding and clarity. The feedback pairs were then selected. A number of
studies suggest that groups of learners with similar abilities seem to learn better than groups of widely
varying abilities [105,106], while others suggest that mixed-ability groups or groups selected in terms
of friendships are better [107,108], and in these groups the low-ability students benefit the most from
interacting with the high ability students [56]. More recent studies are moving towards understanding
the conditions under which collaborative learning is effective. Based on this literature, we decided
on two factors that we expected to present merit to our interest in the conditions of effectiveness of
reciprocal peer feedback concerning argumentative writing: (1) we wanted to know whether students
with different performances in the pre-test work effectively together and, (2) whether students with
fundamentally different opinions to the issue work more effectively together. These two factors were
used to select the pairs and led to 23 varying pairs with mixed abilities. The feedback began with
the students exchanging their texts, reading them and making remarks in the text file and on their
feedback sheet. For us, it was important to arrange the classroom situation in a way that the feedback
pairs were seated next to each other, so that interaction and questions were possible at every stage.
After 30 min, again selected by the experience of the teachers, the pairs were asked to present their
feedback to each other and to agree on central aspects for review and correction of the texts. Then,
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students had another 30 min to rewrite the text. The final text served as a post-test. The classroom
stage ended with students’ feedback and description of their experience.
3.2. Theoretical and Empirically-Guided Design of a Feedback Sheet for Written Argumentation in Geography
The designed feedback sheet, which was the core of the case study, was developed using
three influencing factors: Firstly, on the above mentioned research, secondly, on a workshop with
teachers concerning disciplinary literacy/language awareness and CLIL strategies and, thirdly, on the
interaction with teachers who monitored the university/school cooperation during the feedback project.
Furthermore, Yu and Lee [23] suggest in their extensive meta-analysis of the effects of peer feedback on
the writing competences of students to focus on the structuring of content in the texts, which influenced
the constructional process of this feedback sheet. The feedback sheet addresses high school/senior
high school students (15–16 years old) in linguistically heterogeneous (geography) classrooms. In the
chosen grades, the execution of more complex and written tasks becomes more important in geography
(in Germany), since the students need to be prepared for their final exams [2]. The structure of the
sheet needed to be carefully and sensitively designed, since Gielen and DeWever [109] proved that
the structure of such a sheet immensely influences the quality and effectiveness of peer feedback, by
showing that an overwhelming, cognitively overloading structure can lead to superficial feedback.
The sheet was progressively designed, which means the students were provided with three
different stages of feedback tasks and impulses. The first stage contained questions about the general
means of language, e.g., spelling and grammar. The second stage offers questions about more
subject-specific linguistic means, e.g., a problem-generating introduction or phrases to integrate spatial
reference (s. feedback sheet). The third stage referred the highest level of complexity—the quality of
argumentation, e.g., the quality of evidence for justifying the opinion. Furthermore, the students in the
study were allowed to give feedback via three types of media: firstly, using comments and annotations
in the sheet; secondly, using comments and annotations in the text file of their partner and; thirdly, using
a short oral presentation in an interaction stage, in which the feedback was supposed to be presented
to the partner. This combination proved effective, as exclusive annotations emerged in the different
types [110], so that the spectrum of feedback was widened through this variation. The introduction
of the sheet or the task description, respectively, provides the students with a first impression of the
text and instructs them to read the sheet carefully. In the second part of the description, students
were instructed concerning the relevancy of the task, in order to establish the basis for an intensive
negotiation [17]. If students felt insecure during the revising process, they were encouraged to refer to
the expert/teacher knowledge. A chosen combination of peer and expert feedback has been proven
to be effective in similar studies [111]. Another important aspect lay in the last sentence of the task
description, where students are motivated to justify their feedback. This justification has been proven
as an essential factor in increasing the effectiveness of peer feedback [112].
During the first stage of the sheet, students had been asked to check the general intelligibility of
the text, where illogical or contradictory text arrangements had to be identified. The students were
able to use the Likert scale to evaluate their feedback and the free space under the question to write
their own comments. Stage two referred to aspects of structure, with the aim of guiding the reader
and establishing text coherence by using, e.g., connectors on sentences levels. This stage demanded
an analytical evaluation of the text using a combination of quantitative and qualitative processes,
since students estimate the appropriateness of language, content and structure, respectively. These
criteria stemmed from the basis catalog for text evaluation and level of expectation in these terms
in school contexts of secondary schools. These have been validated and established extensively for
the national context, especially for language subjects, and have been adopted here for argumentative
texts in geography [113,114]. We argue, therefore, that this structure is transferable for and useful in
international educational and interdisciplinary contexts and is a suitable instrument to evaluate criteria
of the linguistic discourse function of argumentative writing in geography.
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During the first part of the third feedback stage, students were required to deal more intensively
with
text structure. Students had to identify whether their partner used a problem-generating
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trustworthy sources. At the end of the sheet students are asked to respectfully present their feedback
to their partners using the text file and the completed sheet.
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justification refers to the superior issue and the used evidence is from correct and trustworthy sources.
At the end of the sheet students are asked to respectfully present their feedback to their partners using
the text file and the completed sheet.
3.3. Methods of the Case Study: Quantitative and Qualitative Mixed-Method Approach and Data Analysis
The influence of the feedback was measured and observed in three ways: (1) the change in text
quality, (2) changes in the text file and (3) oral feedback in the interaction/conversation between the
students in the presenting stage. The data was triangularly related [115].
The first central empirical task was to determine the quality of the students’ before and after the
peer review texts, since the influence of peer feedback on this quality was to be assessed. The approach
used was the text analytical method [113,114]. Based on valid level of expectation and evaluation sheets
for secondary schools in language subjects [113,114], we specified an evaluation sheet for argumentative
texts in geography. This specification was a sheet, with which teachers assign points to different criteria
and sub-points to these criteria based on the students’ texts, specifically based on the assignment
of criteria and points of the subject language. The three main criteria in this sheet used were: (1)
Structural and linguistic features of the text, (2) Quality of the text genre argumentation in geography
in terms of subject-specific linguistic means and (3) Quality of arguments in the text. The first referred
to spelling, grammar and structuring of the text. The second included the usage of linguistic means to
construct the argumentative texts, such as the integration of counterarguments or spatial reference,
wording of introduction and conclusion, which are based on the subject-specific criteria concerning
argumentation mentioned previously. The third referred to assessments of argumentation in terms of
the form of an argument such as Toulmin’s and its application to geographical argumentation [65]. A
Toulmin-based framework was therefore used to evaluate the quality of arguments and reasonable
reliability is attained. This framework is known for its difficulties in precisely identifying the elements
of an argument. How did the author(s) deal with this issue?
For this part of the qualitative text analysis, statements in the students’ text that contained an
opinion and justifications of the opinions were analyzed with regards to appearance of relevant
elements, such as opinion, evidence and link of validity. If one of these elements was missing, the act
was not counted as a completed argument. The criteria of argumentation quality, which were then
analyzed once the act could be counted as a complex and completed argument, were relevance “Is
the argument suitable for the central issue?”, validity “are the given (factual or normative) evidences
correct and are sourced correctly quoted and summarized” and complexity “does the student integrate
spatial and temporary conditions, exceptions and counterarguments” [1]. The four people rating the
text with points, two teachers and two researchers, tested the sheet on reliability between different
markers. The acceptable accordance of assignments to points in the criteria was supported, despite
some debatable assignments and minor changes to the assignment of points in criteria 2 and 3, between
0.60 and 0.75 cohen’s cappa (k), due to the indication value in the literature [116–118]. The four markers
then evaluated the pre- and post-texts, providing data for the whole text, certain categories and changes
between the scoring between pre- and post-texts.
1.

2.

The second task was the handling of feedback in the text itself. The students were supposed to
write in Word, since Word offers the function “versions”. Due to the function, different versions of
text file could be stored, and the changes could be visualized. Moreover, the students’ annotations
could be digitally saved and highlighted. This allowed a procedural document analysis of the
three stages of the texts; the pre-text, the re-viewed text and the final post-text [119]. Here, we
could document what kind of feedback appeared in the feedback sheet and in the texts, and
which of the feedback suggestions appeared to be accepted and changed and/or corrected in the
final file.
The final task was the analysis of the interactional stage of the feedback in which mutual feedback
was presented. First of all, we recorded the students’ interactions and transcribed it on the basis of
conversation and sociolinguistic analysis [120–122]. We rejected the idea of videography, because
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of our lack of interest in visual aspects of feedback and in favor of less organizational effort and
less pressure for the students. Using the transcripts, we documented the quantity of speech
acts [123], the quantity of the switching of speakers as a grade for interaction and the content of
each of the speech acts. The latter we analyzed by assigning the acts, which contained references
to content in the feedback’s interactional process, to inductive partially overlapping categories
using a number of fundamental frameworks (Table 1) [28,124,125].
Table 1. Coding in the feedback’s interactional process (own design).
Discourse Code

Definition

Example

Contribution to discourse by reviewer
Criticism/negative feedback with
text reference

A text passage is evaluated as
optimizable and is referenced.

“Unfortunately, here in the second
paragraph you did not write whether
the argument would be valid, like
100 years ago”.

Criticism/negative feedback
without text reference

A text passage is evaluated as
optimizable but is not referenced.

“What makes the text less structured
is that you do not use paragraphs
really.”

Praise/positive feedback with text
reference

A text passage is evaluated as
good and is referenced.

“The reader gets a good overview,
because you use a good structure, for
example here in paragraph one and
two.”

Praise/positive feedback without
text reference

A text passage is evaluated as
good but is not referenced.

“You give good reasons for your
opinion. This makes the text
professional.”

Precise suggestion without
example

Student clearly suggests what is to
be changed but does not offer an
example.

“You could use more connectors here.”

Precise suggestion with example

Student clearly suggests what is to
be changed and offers an example.

“It would be a good idea, to use the
connector “however” here. This
would make the structure clearer.”

Checking criteria of sheet without
evaluation

Student says, that one criterion is
met or not met in the text but does
not evaluate it.

“No sources are used. The opinion is
justified.”

Question, demand by reviewer

Reviewer needs more information
about the process of writing.

“No, where is that from? Are these
your emotions?”

Favorable comment on mistake

Reasons were discussed as to why
the mistake is not sensible.

“But no worries, it is alright. We did
not have enough time anyway.”

Request from reviewer to react to
feedback

A reaction of the author is
demanded, after feedback from
reviewer has been mentioned.

“What you’re saying?”

Contribution to discourse by author of the text being discussed
Explanation or justification of text
by author

Author explains his or her
decisions regarding writing the
text.

“Of course, I use counterarguments.
Take a look...”

Approval of feedback

Feedback is accepted.

“Yes, you’re right. I will do that.”

Contradiction leads to discussion

Point is disputable and discussed.

A1: Of course, I mention Erdogan.
A2: No, where?

Contraction does not lead to
discussion

Point is disputable, but not
discussed.

“No, but go on.”
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4. Findings
4.1. Descriptive Findings
Figure 2 displays the different criteria of the analysis sheet and the number of pupils who improved
in these criteria after the feedback. There is a wide range of scores and improvements. Most students
improved in general linguistic skills (spelling and grammar), then in the quality of arguments (points
given for complete complex arguments), and then in the quality of the argumentative text in geography
in terms of subject-specific language. Addressing the audience by argumentative means and the
reflection and integration of counterarguments were the least improved criteria. Most students tended
to
improve
arguments
instead of finding new ones through peer feedback (Figure 2). 12 of 28
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Figures 3–5 relate to Figure 2 in that they show how the average individual improvement in the
class was in comparison to the absolute numbers presented in Figure 2.

the texts. Only complete arguments, (those that containing an opinion, evidence and a link of validity)
were counted. A relatively large number of students improved in numbers (Figure 2), although one
point increased was deemed as an improvement. However, the average improvement was relatively
low when the improvement was not high in quality (Figure 3), e.g., complexity. The percentage here
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In the general linguistic criteria (Figure 4), 47% of the students received the maximum nine points
in the pre-test. In the post-test, this increased to 63%. However, both were counted here. The average
improvement was 15%. Special attention was placed on spelling and grammar, where the greatest
improvements could be identified (Figure 6)—43% in the pre-test and 74% in the post-test. The average
grade of improvement was 21%.
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Figure 4. Average individual improvements in text quality: General linguistic means (own design).
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improvement
were displayed
in the formulating
The average grade
of improvement
was 21%. of a conclusion (12%). The expression of the integration
and reflection of counterarguments improved by 5%. No improvement was observed in the reference
of a recipient (Figure 5). We found a significant level of correlation between improvement between
subject-specific criteria and the quality of argumentation. On average, the strongest improvements in
this class with regards to the use of the evaluation sheet were made in the area of general linguistic
ability, then in subject-specific criteria and finally in quality of argumentation. Students received the
most points for argumentation, then subject-specific means and then general linguistic means.
Figure 6 allows a stronger focus on the individual performance of students. It shows the percentage
degree of improvement in quality of the text from pre-test to post-test, which are highlighted through
different grey scales and the anonymized codes of the pupils. The more the bars extend to the right, the
stronger the percentage improvement in one certain area for the student. There was a broad spectrum
of improvement results, from students who improved significantly in all areas to students who only
improved in one area of the text, or even none. Spelling and grammar improved most, but pupils
received more points for argumentation and less for grammar, which influenced the percentage degree
of improvement.
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In the criteria subject-specific means (Figure 5) and text quality, students achieved 46% of all
points in the pre-test and 57% in the post-test, with a potential of 29 points on offer. The average
improvement was 11%. The integration of evidence from sources increased by 42% (Figure 5). The
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4.2. Explanatory Findings
The method used had a predominantly positive impact on the students’ argumentative texts in
geography in these classes, based on the results presented, but with varying degrees of effectiveness
for every student (see Figure 6). The question is what factors could have made the feedback more or
less effective, and which should to be considered and reflected on in terms of further implementations
of peer feedback in such a context. In order to identify such factors, we first related the interval scaled
scores of individual conditions the students brought with them to their different performances by
screening potential correlations between them.
A moderate significant correlation (0.323*) between the performance in the pre-test and the
c-test was identified. The c-test measured abilities in general language performance in reception and
production, and consequently it would be expected that students with higher linguistic abilities in the
c-test would be in the higher stages of argumentative text quality in pre-evaluation. However, this
correlation did not continue to the grade of improvement and students who improved significantly
during peer feedback had different scores in the c-tests. Different general skills were, therefore, no
obstacle for improving the text.
The correlation between scores in pre-test and post-test (0.95**) showed that no impairment of
text quality occurred, since a high scoring in the pre-test was still a high or higher scoring in the
post-test. However, the grade of improvement, measured by the difference between post- and pre-texts
scores, was not found to correlate with the score in the pre-test. Hence, it was not only students with
qualitatively high text scores in the pre-test that further improved their texts, but students with poorer
ratings also benefitted from peer feedback. Therefore, the pre-evaluation did not have an effect on
the grade of improvement in this study. Moreover, the quantity of feedback (number of speech acts
that refer to geographical content) and degree of interaction (speaker changes) had no correlating
influence on the grade of improvement either. However, pairs who gave a lot of feedback to each
other interacted a lot due to speaker changes. In summary, pre-evaluation and quantity of feedback
and interaction had no correlating effect on the degree of improvement of text quality based on peer
feedback. Thus, other factors needed to be considered as an explanation for improvement in text. For
that, we will focus on the qualitative part of the analysis and specific aspects of interaction.
Figure 7 shows the number of speech acts of critical feedback (speech acts that claim some sort of
change
the9, text)
communicated by the students in different feedback media.
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in every media, so there were exclusive aspects the students related to. The text file was rather used
for illustrations and specific explanations, as Example 1 shows. The student NM 12 directly refers in
their feedback to the marking in the text to prove their point. In the text, different passages were
marked with colors and highlighted with comments, in which the reviewer demanded more evidence
for sentences, for instance in the suppression of minorities and spatial disparities.
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in every media, so there were exclusive aspects the students related to. The text file was rather used
for illustrations and specific explanations, as Example 1 shows. The student NM 12 directly refers
in their feedback to the marking in the text to prove their point. In the text, different passages were
marked with colors and highlighted with comments, in which the reviewer demanded more evidence
for sentences, for instance in the suppression of minorities and spatial disparities.
Example 1.
NM12: “And . . . (hesitating) your lines of argumentation were very good. What I missed were
evidences, facts, you know, (unintelligible), so what you relate to. Here, he (Erdogan) never mentioned,
this is why you have . . . too, and you have to give evidence for that. This is why I marked that passage,
you understand?”
Figure 7 further reveals that students talked less about aspects of general linguistic skills and more
about subject-specific ones and quality of argumentation like in that case of example 1—the evidence.
This is interesting, since the grade for improvement in the text does not completely mirror that. The
aspects the students talked more about were less improved, supported by Figure 8, which visualizes
the quantity of speech acts referring to the medial communicated criteria of text quality. Criteria of
argumentation and subject specifics, such as sources, evidence, reference of time and conclusion were
quantitatively well considered. Students communicated less about structure or spelling. Therefore, it
seems that it was more complex and challenging to improve scores in argumentation than in other
criteria
Educ. Sci.like
2019,spelling.
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2), only half of the students improved the quality of argumentation in their texts. We identified two
possible explanations for this. The first is that the explanation and transmission of mutual, critical
feedback of students according to criteria of argumentation led to different grades of improvement.
The second one is that the way the feedback was performed in the pairs led to different
improvements.
Figure 9 shows how critical feedback was given and what was missing in these speech
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scores indicate the majority of students who addressed the feedback did improve, as those that met the
criteria were more frequently in higher scoring groups.
We could separate the ways in which students gave each other feedback into two extremes, a best
practice and worst practice: The first example was executed by students who achieved high scores in
improvement and whose way of feedback could best be described as “appreciating negotiations”. A
lot of speaker switches occurred in these pairs and, during these switches, students tended to be more
involved, which was revealed by several counter questions and negotiations of critical points, as is
observed in example two:
Example 2.
NM12: “That, here, he never said it that way, so I think . . . you have to give evidence for that. This is
why I marked it, you know?”
HH1: “Yes, but, I thought . . . I used a different phrase. I can do that, can‘t I?”
NM12: “Yeah, but still. You have to . . . you know . . . prove it somehow, give evidence.”
HH1: “Yes, I could have used a quote from the text. Ok, I agree. I will do that.”
Another characteristic of students in these pairs was that they were using more text references
and appreciated the material provided:
Example 3.
KM28: “Well, I really liked how you justified and explained, when you write here, that the EU would
be able to take action in the crisis. That‘s a really good reason.”
Finally, these pairs found a way to comment on errors in an appreciative way by, for instance,
justifying mistakes or even calming their partner down. Additionally, these pairs were all pairs that
had differing opinions to the central issue.
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Example 4.
MG16: “What you could have done is, you could‘ve used more paragraphs, like, you know for
structure.”
BJ22: “True, I think this would have helped to make the text easier to read. Yes, I haven‘t thought of
that, actually.”
MG16: “Yes, but we haven‘t had enough time, I know. So it‘s alright.”
The other extreme could be described as “listed and non-reflective critique”. This pair had lower
scores in improvement, critical feedback was dominant, listed and often general and superficial. The
style of feedback seemed to be more of a speech than an interaction and left less time for questions or
clarification. Speaker switches, which were counted as a grade for interaction, did occur, but rather
more for one-syllable agreements or recognitions. Moreover, the feedback and the comments tended to
be less appreciative and they used less individual-specific feedback, e.g., aspects should have been
improved, which were, e.g., already in the text.
Example 5.
AD185: “ . . . ok, the text has many grammar and spelling errors, like generally, many errors, it is
not written appropriately, many parts cannot be understood, because of spelling . . . ehm . . . the bad
structure of the text and general a bad structure makes it hard to follow . . . ehm . . . it is difficult to
follow ideas and points of the author.”
Example 6.
BJ 22: “ . . . and then there is the main part with arguments, which is badly structured, everything is
mixed up, really bad.”
To sum up, therefore, the communicative and content-related way the students constructed their
critical feedback seemed to affect the beneficial implications of the method.
5. Discussion and Implications
5.1. Factors for Success in Feedback and the Role of Socio-Scientific References in Feedback
The following section intends to discuss the relevance of the findings for answering the
central research questions “When is peer feedback for improving argumentative texts addressing a
socio-scientific issue successful and effective?” and “What do successful and effective peer feedback
groups do differently or better?”
This study can be considered as a successful exploration into understanding the conditions under
which collaborative feedback, with the goal to improve written argumentation of a socio-scientific
issue, is effective in disciplinary literacy contexts. Several observations of other studies can be used to
discussion this disciplinary literacy approach.
Feedback pairs, who improved and were part of the “negotiating” successful pairs had differing
opinions on the issue of Turkey and Europe. Hence, this dialectical aspect in improving argumentative
texts is definitely worth mentioning. These results therefore present teachers with a successful and
content-based option by which to pair teams compared to options presented in previous studies [105,107].
These previous studies showed, for instance, that friendship groups are better in collaboration than
groups assigned by teachers, and that single-sex groups function better than mixed groups [108]. The
successful groups in this study also used an intensive combination of a larger number of speech acts,
more textual references and more explanations, as well as counter questions of clarity, when compared
to the non-benefiting groups. The benefiting groups discussed sources, references, tried to improve the
reference to sources, and had less protests in teams, which were ignored, and they argued with regards
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to evidence and the explanation of their own opinion [126,127]. These observations are comparable to
those of Mercer, Wegerif, and Dawes’ [128] and Resnick, Michaels and O’Connor’s [129], who suggest
that when students explicitly discuss each other’s ideas, the reasoning gains are higher. Chin and
Osborne [130] can confirm, in that context, that successful groups were characterized by the use of
questions which focused on key inquiry ideas and explicit reference to the structure of the argument.
What we could not prove is that only high ability groups collaborate more and focus on making sense
of their data, but only that the controversial constellation of the groups led to success [131]. The studies
of Sampson and Clark [132] add substance to these results as they found that the main differences
between high and low performing groups when working on a scientific issue were the number of
ideas introduced, how partners responded to these ideas and how often ideas were challenged. Some
students, such as PJ4, gained high improvement rates independently of feedback interaction. Research
undertaken by Van Amelsvoort, Andriessen, and Kanselaar [133] may deliver an explanation, since
they found that some students beneficially focus on finishing the task individually, ignoring the fact
that they had to co-construct the product in a group. Finally, an interesting interactional result is that
peer feedback seemed to overcome linguistic differences, since students from all levels of general
linguistic skills (c-test) profited and improved the texts. In the pre-test, we found a correlation between
scoring in the argumentation and the c-test. After the peer feedback, this correlation was did not exist,
and the quality of the texts balanced.
5.2. Deficits and Potential in Written Argumentation and Feedback in Terms of Disciplinary Literacy
This section deals with the question “What deficits and potential in written argumentation and
feedback can be identified and how are the available feedback media used for feedback?”.
Regarding the areas in which students improved, it seems that students had no difficulty
in improving more general linguistic aspects of the texts, as feedback on that matter was easily
implemented. This might be because knowledge about these kinds of means are taught in other
(language teaching) subjects and the transferability is high. Strong improvements in the area of
subject-specific criteria could be found in more interdisciplinary aspects such as the integration of
sources as evidence (Figures 5 and 8). This result shows that students had basic skills in the reflection
of subject-specific criteria. We found significant level of correlation between improvement between
subject-specific criteria and the quality of argumentation. This coherence confirms that when students
expanded subject-specific criteria, they did it correctly and they improved the quality by meeting criteria
of subject-specific argumentation. Moreover, this is one of the results that leads to the understanding
that the integrated peer feedback process here can be seen as an explorative success, as students actively
communicated and reflected on the construction of argumentation and improved their texts. However,
the subject-specific criteria such as the spatial reference for complex argumentation need a stronger
focus for promotion.
The results show that many students only partially improved in argumentative quality of their
texts. These results of the ratings indicate that students had more difficulty in giving, receiving and
using feedback concerned with the quality of argumentation than those concerned with general or
subject-specific linguistic criteria. This difference in the handling of feedback could be linked to the
fact that the constructive critical teaching approach of argumentation is rarely taught in schools [16,18].
Argumentation in geography, used as an example here for an approach to include disciplinary literacy,
seems to be a strong subject-specific competence, for which students can only partially benefit from
knowledge acquired in other subjects. Research further suggests that students struggle with the
reception of argumentation, which is a basic stage in the feedback process [43,73].
The designed feedback sheet proved useful, as most of the critical feedback speech acts referring
to the partner’s argumentation could be found in the sheet. It has been shown that arguments were
mainly improved rather than new ones found. In future research, it may be worth considering the
inclusion of a central task, which would motivate students to look for more arguments in addition to
their partner’s ones. Moreover, the combination of media was relevant, since feedback acts that were
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then improved in the text were not always found in every media, so there were exclusive aspects the
students related to.
5.3. Limitations
Concerning the method, one clear limitation is that we could not clearly identify which media
of feedback, oral, sheet or file, were responsible for certain improvements. Instead, we attempted
to establish a coherence between the final product and quantitative and qualitative aspects of the
process. Furthermore, the evaluation of the argumentation texts only considered complete and complex
arguments (opinion, evidence and link of validity). This led to a rather strict evaluation of arguments.
Another limitation is that this case study did not have a control group, e.g., which worked with only
expert-feedback or individual text testing the hypothesis of peer benefits. An addition of a control
group design in the future would help to provide greater substance to the implementation of the
method in disciplinary contexts. Such an addition would also enable more in-depth research into
more variables and lead to understanding of other factors that might have partially contributed to the
differences in the quality of the written arguments.
Furthermore, it can be argued that students, because of the newspaper article, might be constrained
to arrive at certain conclusions rather than invited to construct arguments integrating personal views
and views expressed by others. It might be worth discussing that the worksheet imposes another
structure on the writer and that the peer feedback can create the impression that it is mediated by
authority. This kind of anticipated limitation can be reduced by pointing out that the structure is merely
understood as a tool of support and that students are allowed to overcome this and that they should
use the free space to note own ideas. However, the whole teaching sequence and the focus on the
individual involvement concerning the issue was helpful to reduce a risk of authoritative mediation,
since interdependent cooperation was a key aspect in the classes and the individual participation
played a central role.
Nevertheless, the case-study offers relevant insight into how successful peer feedback teams
reciprocally cooperate together, how different feedback can be presented among the groups and where
actual deficits in argumentation and according feedback exist, which should be responded to with
different means of support.
5.4. Implications and Prospects
Similar future studies need to give insights into which stages of receptive, interactive and
productive acts of written argumentation could be processed effectively by students, in which
environments in order to specify written argumentation, and its improvement through peer feedback
as an approach of disciplinary literacy. It might be helpful for the reader to be reminded that the pairs
in the study were of mixed abilities (s.p. 9). Final thoughts can be divided into three stages: the first
relates to preparation of the feedback process and material design. The structure of the feedback sheet
is relevant and intensively reflected concerning the teaching objectives when it comes to its design since
it crucially guides students in different stages of the feedback process [109]. A preparing instructional
unit or constructive collection of feedback criteria with the class should focus on the relevance of
textual references and reasons and justification for feedback [112]. A flipped classroom stage, for
instance, with tutorial videos, e.g., “how to give proper feedback for your partner’s argumentation”
for students may be appropriate. Hovardas, Tsivitanidou and Zacharia [111] showed what non-expert
feedback is lacking when compared to that provided by experts. The non-expert feedback by the
students here, which is to be stressed again, was predominantly correct. The best practice teams of
students here followed what Hovardas, Tsivitanidou and Zacharia [111] found to be typical for expert
feedback. This result suggests that one could hand over more responsibility in terms of feedback to the
students. Furthermore, the emphatic interaction [134], specific suggestions for text improvements using
examples [135] and advice could be discussed in class, to allow time for questions and involvement
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during feedback. Students should be prepared for the subject-specific criteria of argumentation so that
students achieve a similar intensive access and understanding of the socio-scientific issue [17].
In the second stage, the interactional side, the results showed the difference between appreciating,
negotiating teams and listing, and the effectiveness of pairing students with different opinions towards
the issue in question. Future studies could reveal more about the importance and influence of particular
partners to construct a similar atmosphere in the interactional setting.
The last stage that has to be considered is the stage of the quality and acceptance of feedback.
Again, reflecting with the students on the reasons, references and specific advice after the feedback
stages will help improve the process. The results showed that there was a different level of acceptance
and understanding of feedback, which differed in complexity with the feedback acceptance of spelling
to argumentation. Another aspect that is to be considered is how correct content in socio-scientific issues
is maintained. A possibility might be to work with hint cards, where further input and information
is listed that helps students to figure out a solution when they struggle with diverse aspects of their
discourses during their interaction. Furthermore, the opinions on the topic were quite varied among
the students.
Finally, we think peer feedback is a beneficial method to improve written argumentation skills
as a part of introducing students to disciplinary literacy, and as a constructive process of developing
classroom initiatives and critical analysis of empirical evidence. In a world where climate change
is denied by political leaders and right-wing populists rise to power, skilled argumentation is an
important tool, and researchers and educators have a great responsibility to teach these skills to the
following generations.
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